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It’s gifts in Wills that mean we can
support thousands of people
to celebrate the festivals they love

Thanks to gifts in Wills we can make sure Abraham, Helen and many other
people like them can stay in touch with their Jewish roots whenever they like.
WE DEPEND ON GIFTS IN WILLS FOR £1 IN EVERY £4 WE NEED TO RAISE. FOR MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT LEAVING A GIFT IN YOUR WILL AND OUR FREE WILL WRITING SERVICE
CALL ALISON RUBENSTEIN ON 020 8922 2833 OR EMAIL LEGACYTEAM@JCARE.ORG

#PeopleOfJewishCare
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Diary of S&WHC Events
September 2019
21st
22nd
29th
30th

Kiddush – Michael Franks 80th Birthday
Midnight Selichot
AID Society Event, Southend Boy’s & Girl’s Choir,
Shul Hall
Erev Rosh Hashana
Guest – Chazan Rev Chaim Weissman
1st Day Rosh Hashana

SYNAGOGUE OFFICE HOURS
Normal Hours Monday to Wednesday 9.00am – 3.00pm
Thursday 9.00am – 5.00pm
Friday 9.00am – 1.00pm
Saturday – CLOSED
Sunday 9.00am – 12.00noon

October 2019
1st
2nd
8th
9th
13th
14th
15th
20th
21st
22nd
26th

2nd Day Rosh Hashana
Fast of Gedaliah
Kol Nidre
Yom Kippur
Erev Succot
1st Day Succot
2nd Day Succot
Hoshana Rabba
Shemini Atzeretz
Simchat Torah – End of the Torah Cycle
Shabbat Bereishis - The New Torah Cycle

Tel: 01702 344900

10th
14th
16th
17th

Email: shulofﬁce@swhc.org.uk
Website: www.swhc.org.uk

Advertising
Contact Shul Ofﬁce – 01702 344900

Advertising Rates - Social & Personal
(pre-paid to the Synagogue Ofﬁce)
Up to 30 words - £25, 31 – 40 words - £30, Boxed Advert - £35

Published by the S&WHC
Synagogue Ofﬁce, Finchley Road, Westcliff on Sea, Essex SS0 8AD.

Kiddush - AJEX Shabbat
Barmitzvah – Samuel Nash
Remembrance Day
Ladies Guild Celebrity Lunch – Speaker Laurence Marks
Kiddush - CST/Security Stewards Shabbat
AJEX Parade London

Editor: Rochelle O’Brart

Communications addressed to:
The Editor, Community Voice

Copy Deadline for Chanukah Issue:

No later than 4th November 2019

December 2019
8th
15th
17th
19th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th

Fax: 01702 391131

If the ofﬁce is closed, please leave a message and your call will be returned

November 2019
9th

Derek Silverstone
616153
Jeffrey Barcan
343192
Karen Diamond
07966 631778
Janice Steel
07752 874065
Peter Baum
peterbaum@hotmail.co.uk
Brian Lazarus
864501
Shul Ofﬁce
344900
Janice Steel
07752 874065
David Ramet
07946 650339
Stuart Jacobs
432967
Rochelle Spector
436791
Lewis Herlitz
520759
Allan Goldstein
01268 771978
Anthony Larholt
348221
Hilary De Martino
334655
Anne Marcus
avoceta@hotmail.com
Geoffrey Pepper geoffrey.pepper@hotmail.co.uk
David Law
justkosherswhc@gmail.com
Sara Vandermolen
07813 824684
Simon Belson
07774 778383
Linda Burns
07968 103269
Hilary De Martino
334655
Maurice Symons
351845
Janice Steel
07752 874065
Alan Wand
alanwand@yahoo.co.uk
Michael Yaffe
07742 599304
Lawrence Collin
353416
Barry Jacobs
07876 685826
Jackie Kalms
jackiekalms@live.co.uk

All dates and times correct at going to print

AID Society Race Night – Shul Hall
Birthday Breakfast – Sponsored by Geoffrey Pepper
For the Minyan Men
Ladies Guild and The Pop In Chanukah Party
Chupa Rebecca Belson (London) to Danny Litner
Kiddush – Geoffrey Pepper Hebrew Birthday
Erev Chanukah – 1st Candle - Magic Evening
1st Day Chanukah – 2nd Candle - Gala Night
2nd Day Chanukah – 3rd Candle
3rd Day Chanukah – 4th Candle
4th Day Chanukah – 5th Candle
5th Day Chanukah – 6th Candle
6th Day Chanukah – 7th Candle
7th Day Chanukah – 8th Candle
8th Day Chanukah

Management of Shul Services Gabbaim:
Geoffrey Pepper, Maurice Symons
S&WHC Cemetery:
Stock Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 5QF
Opening times:
Winter: Sunday - Friday 10am - 3pm GMT
Summer: Sunday - Friday 10am - 4pm BST
Cemetery Management:
Sam Rakusen, Ivor Rose and Maurice Symons
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The Shop has now been running for nearly a year and is
doing well but it still needs your support if you want it to
continue, so please come along and see the wonderful
selection that is available, together with an ever-increasing
ready-made meals selection, prepared on the premises. Our
thanks go to the Manager of the Shop, David, whose hard
work and dedication to our customers is wonderful. The
volunteers who help out, Marilyn Salt, Michael Franks, Jeffrey
Freedman, Beverly Kloos and Diane Cohen, who give of their
precious time, I thank you. We couldn’t continue without you
and if anybody would care to offer some time, please let the
Ofﬁce know.

President’s
Report
Dear Members
The Yom Tovim are nearly with us and
the Summer will soon be over (Where
has it gone?)
A lot has happened during the last few
months.
We have welcomed our new Rabbi Geoffrey Hyman and his
lovely wife Michelle to our Community. They have settled
in nicely and have taken it upon themselves to get to know
everyone very quickly. We look forward to the Services over
the Yomim Noraim and hope you will make a special effort to
be in Shul over the Yom Tovim.

Thanks to Tony Dix and Barry Spector for all the time they
spend in looking after and maintaining our premises.
David Ramet and his team of CST volunteers together with
the Security Team who look after our safety, in all weathers - a
big thank you.

The Rabbi has met many people from outside our community
- the Chaplains from Southend Hospital and Fair Havens and has been to visit members who are unwell in hospital,
nursing homes and at their own homes.

Please remember the times we are living in, so please, during
and after the Services on Yom Tov, do not congregate outside
the Shul! It is your welfare we are looking after.
My thanks to Stephen Salt for undertaking the arrangements
of the new security being put into place shortly for the
protection of our premises.

What wonderful attendances we are getting on most
Shabbat Services and the great atmosphere there is. This is
not only felt by me, but many members have come up and
told me the same.

I would like to tell you about something that happened to
me a few weeks ago. I was outside the Shul when I saw a
young couple standing there. I asked them ‘can I help you’
and they told me that they had come from Antwerp and
were visiting Southend for the day and they would like to see
the Synagogue. They said they do this wherever they go in
the World (as lots of us do, I know I always like to). After
checking them out, I opened the Shul to show them inside.
When they entered their mouths dropped. They couldn’t
believe what a beautiful Synagogue they were in. The Sun was
shining through the beautiful stained glass windows. They
were amazed. Not what they were expecting at all, especially
in a Seaside Resort! I felt so proud of our Shul!

Following the AGM in May the newly elected Council
members have settled in with their colleagues and are
working hard together. I would like to thank my Executive,
Michael Franks, Rodney Stone and Alan Cohen and all the
members on the Board of Management for their dedication
and extremely hard work and hours they put in for the
community.
Once again my thanks must go to Pam, so ably assisted by
Sara and Liz in the Ofﬁce, for their hard work and help to me.
My gratitude to the Wardens, Geoffrey and Maurice, in the
running of the day to day Services in the Shul.

We approach the New Year, on behalf of my wife Milly and
myself, I would like to wish our children, grandchildren,
family, Rabbi and Michelle, wonderful friends and the whole
Community a beautiful and healthy New Year and everything
that you may wish for.

The Ladies Guild led by Sara for their continuing hard work
for the community and the wonderful Kiddushim they provide.
Thanks go to Rochelle O’Brart our Editor for putting together
the Community Voice.

Michael E Nelkin
President S&WHC

Thanks also go to the caretakers for looking after the
premises.

BEDINI MEMORIALS
Memorial Masons of Distinction

With over 30 years experience in the manufacturing of bespoke designed memorials.
Specialists in memorial restorations
*First 100 letters free*
Phone now for free advice or a quotation

~01702 467944~
Unit 7, Rosshill Industrial Park, Southend-on-Sea, SS2 5PZ (near Stock Road, opposite Formula 1 auto centre)
SHOWROOM OPEN 9am to 4pm Monday to Friday (Sunday by appointment)
If you cannot call in person, we are able to call on you in the comfort of your own home by appointment with no obligation

info@bedinimemorials.co.uk

www.bedinimemorials.co.uk
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PROTECTING JEWISH LIFE IN THE UK
Our goal at CST is to protect you. We want to ensure

This year and last year we have seen appalling

that you, your family, friends and community can lead

terrorist attacks against places of worship, including

the Jewish life of your choice.

synagogues in the USA. After these tragedies, it has
been truly humbling to be repeatedly thanked for

9GMPQYVJCVVJGUGCTGFKHƂEWNVVKOGUYKVJVJG

keeping the UK Jewish community as safe as possible,

terrorist threat and the overall political situation

but really it shows exactly why CST does its work,

causing deep concern to British Jews. Our staff and

and why we need the total partnership of our whole

volunteers promise to always do everything that we

community. We thank you for supporting our security

can to protect the community.

measures and ask that you report any suspicious or
offensive behaviour to our security teams.

CST exists to facilitate Jewish life, not to publicise
antisemitism. We will always be honest about how

Finally, our warmest wishes for a happy Rosh Hashanah.

things stand, without spreading panic or fear; and
by placing antisemitism in the wider context of the

Please consider volunteering for CST or donating to us.

positive reality that is normal, daily Jewish life. That

We are a charity and we cannot do our work without

normal positive Jewish life may not make the news, but

your help. For more information, visit www.cst.org.uk

we should keep it in mind when we look at how things

In an emergency, call the Police and then call our

now stand.

24-hour National Emergency Number 0800 032 3263.

www.cst.org.uk
Community Security Trust

CSTmedia

@CST_UK

National Emergency Number (24-hour) 0800 032 3263
London (Head Off ice) 020 8457 9999
Manchester (Northern Regional Off ice) 0161 792 6666
Community Security Trust is a registered charity in England and Wales (1042391) and Scotland (SC043612)
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Social Announcements

Stone Settings at Stock Road
October
27th
2.30pm
November
3rd
2.30pm
3.15pm
17th
2.30pm
24th
2.30pm

Births

– We wish Mazel Tov to:
Teri and Maurice Arkus and Marlene and Paul Binder on the birth of
a granddaughter.
Laura and Brian Burns on the birth of a granddaughter.

Bar Mitzvah – We wish Mazel Tov to:
Joanne and Darren Nash on the Barmitzvah of their son, Samuel
Nash.

Marriage – We wish Mazel Tov to:

We wish a hearty Mazeltov to
Angela and Robert Ereira who celebrated
their 50th Wedding Anniversary on 29th June 2019.

Editor ’s Note

Birthdays – Many Happy Returns to:

May I respectfully remind you the CV
cannot announce births, engagements
or marriages which are not halachically
acceptable to the Orthodox Community.
The same must be said for holding
functions not under Kashrut Supervision.

90 years
85 years
85 years
83 years
80 years
80 years

Stock Road Cemetery Etiquette
On visiting Stock Road Cemetery, would all ladies
and gentlemen kindly dress appropriately, with
married ladies having their heads covered. Also,

Anniversaries – We wish Mazel Tov to:
Pauline and Joseph Patchick
Janette and Maurice Jacques
Adrienne and Brian Moss
Roberta and Michael Bennett
Laura and Brian Burns
Allison and Harvey Lester
Marion and Michael Rodol

Blue Sapphire
Emerald
Emerald
Sapphire
Coral
Coral
Silver

Freda Levy Minyan Req’d
Derek Hyams
Vivienne Lee Minyan Req’d
Yvonne Dias

Social and Personal

Natalie and Simon Belson on the marriage of their daughter,
Rebecca to Danny Latner, son of Shelley and Gary Latner
Rosalind and Richard Raphael on the marriage of their son, Howard
to Katie Newman. Mazeltov also to grandparents Miriam and Leslie
Kleinman.

Estelle Halpern
Helen Birmingham
Cyril Berman
Stuart Jacobs
Geraldine Symons
Michael Franks

Marilyn Brown Minyan Req’d

65 years
55 years
55 years
45 years
35 years
35 years
25 years

when parking at the Cemetery, please do not park
on the grass areas, as this is Consecrated Ground.

Visitor Security
If a relative or friend of yours is attending
Shul as a guest but is unknown to those on
security, it is your responsibility to let the
ofﬁce know the name of the person and
the date that they will be attending so that
those on duty at the door can expect them. You should
also make yourself available when they arrive to welcome
them to the Shul.
A stranger arrived at Shul and the person who invited
them could not be traced. This led to one of the security
team having to leave their post for some time to search
for them.
Your co-operation would be much appreciated.
Many thanks,
Dave Ramet

Condolences – Our deepest sympathy to:
The family of the late Henry Harris
Estella Brone on the loss of her daughter, Jillian Brone
Philip Statman, Rosalind Alderton and Anthony Silverstein on the loss
of a mother and sister, Evelyn Statman
The family of the late Barry Winston
Cedric Jacobs, Dov Jacobs, Natalie Lieberman, Sybil Valentine,
Sammy Charker and Gerald Charker on the loss of a wife, mother
and sister, Tina Jacobs
Jean Delmonte on the loss of her son, Howard Delmonte
Terry Dowell on the loss of his father, Ronald Dowell
Lawrence Millstone, Simone Shaw and Joanne Clifford on the loss of
a wife and mother, Stephanie Millstone

Graduations

– We wish Mazel Tov to:
Lady Sharon Gold on attaining a First BA Hons in History of Art
Jennifer and Allan Silver on their daughter, Delia, gaining a First BA
Hons Degree

Deadline
Date!!
Your articles!

KASHRUT

So that the magazine
can be proofed and
circulated on time,
please would all our
readers pay attention to the deadline date
which is printed on page 3.

We cannot be held responsible for the
Kashrut of any function or ad unless
it states ‘Under supervision of

Thank you

Southend & Westcliff Kashrut Commission’
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Returning to the words of Kol Nidre: “from this Yom Kippur
until the next, may it bring only good” – we hope and pray
that the New Year will bring only blessings and good things
for us all. These words reﬂect that, as Jews, we are indeed
the people of hope. For we are an old and wise nation with
some forty centuries of history, who have survived severe
persecutions by ancient empires who have tried to wipe us
out. We suffered many exiles and were forced to rebuild our
lives as strangers in new lands. We rebuilt our communities
with its Synagogues and houses of learning, we became
entrepreneurs, creating new businesses and endeavours.
Faced by living within different cultural backgrounds, we
were challenged to retain our Jewish identity and that of our
families.

Rosh Hashanah
Message from
Rabbi Hyman
From time of old, the tune for Kol
Nidre has captured the souls of our
people. Its melody even inspired
the famous composer Bruch, to
adapt it for his composition for
cello and orchestra. The spirit of
Kol Nidre night connects us to our
long history as a people and as part of the global Jewish
community. It is written in the words of Kol Nidre: “Meyom
kippurim zeh ad Yom kippurim haba aleinu letovah” – “From
this Yom Kippur until the next, may it bring only good”.

The inexhaustible spirit of our people is best illustrated by the
fact that it was only three years after the end of the Holocaust
that we re-established the State of Israel.

This time last year, I had no idea how my life would change!
I had completed twelve years as Rabbi at Ilford United, better
known as Beehive Lane Shul where I thought I would remain
until retirement. But it was not to be, other plans were afoot.
Out of the blue a new opportunity arose, the position as
Rabbi at S&WHC
was brought to
my attention and
the rest is now history. At the time of
writing we have
only been here for
three weeks. During this settling in
period,
Michelle
and I have been
truly amazed by
the warm welcome
we have received.
We are constantly
inspired by the
numerous volunteers who dedicate their precious time to S&WHC and
every day I am invigorated by working with such a dynamic community. To top it all, how relaxing it is, after
ﬁnishing work, to enjoy a walk along the seafront with
Michelle and our Cavalier companion, Benji!

Let us take pride in our achievements so that we inspire
our children and grandchildren to appreciate what a great
privilege it is to be a Jew!
May the Almighty bless His people with a sweet New Year.
Michelle and I wish all our readers a Shanah Tovah!
Rabbi Hyman

Stop Press - Introducing “Benji Nyman!”
I have just had a message that “Benji” likes
going for “walkies”
along the seafront
and he “woofed” it
would be very nice if a
“Doggy
Walkies”
Group
could
be
formed so that a “walk
along the seafront”
could be organized
shortly!! Woof! Woof!
Members! We are
looking for a “Walkies”
co-ordinator. Please
get in touch with The
Editor.

My wife and I thank the Executive, the Wardens and the
Council, together with the Ofﬁce Staff and Caretakers, for
all their support in helping us to settle in. We very much look
forward to getting to know you all.

Chanukah Magic Evening
with
Michael Gee
From the Penn & Teller Show, Las Vegas
Salt Beef Supper
(Vegetarian Option)

Sunday 22nd Dec 2019 7pm
Shul Hall
Donation: £25.00 members; £27.50 non members
Make up your own table. Buy your tickets early as in 2017 it
was a sell out!!
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A Day Trip to Kew Gardens

Editorial

Linda and I have discussed a return trip to Kew for some time
now. So, on 16th July, a nice sunny morning with a good
weather forecast, we decided to go by train for the day.
We took the 9:55am from Chalkwell Station, buying a
Senior Return to Fenchurch St costing £9 each return. From
Fenchurch St, we walked to Tower Hill Underground Station
and used our credit card with tap facility, to enter the station.
Fortunately, as we got onto the platform, a Westbound District
line train to Richmond arrived (must be a Richmond train!).
We were on this tube train for quite a while, passing Victoria,
Earls Court and eventually arriving at Kew Gardens Tube
Station. The entire journey took approximately two hours.
From there, it was a short walk to the Victoria Gate entrance
to the Gardens.
We had to queue to
enter, which took twenty
minutes or more. In
hindsight, I wish I had
booked on-line, as there
were no queues to enter
for pre-printed passes.
On our previous visit, we
took the electric driven
carriages which travels
around the perimeter
of Kew. This time we
walked through, as we
wished to see the Chihuly exhibits. These are the
much publicised, and
shown on TV spectaculars, glass sculptures,
displayed until 27th October.
We also looked inside the refurbished
Temperate
House,
The Grand Pagoda
and walked around
the larger lake to
see all the wonderful
trees and shrubs.
Linda stopped to feed
the ducks and swans
and we chatted, in
French, to a visitor from Paris who wished they had similar
gardens there.
In the afternoon,
we visited some
more
Pavilions,
including
the
Princess of Wales
Conservatory.
Even though there
are aircraft ﬂying
overhead en route
to Heathrow every
few minutes, there
is a genteel and
tranquil atmosphere in the gardens.
We decided to leave just before 5pm, walked back to the tube
station, caught an Eastbound District line train to Tower Hill
and then from Fenchurch Street back home. This was quite a
long day, not cheap, but very enjoyable!

This is a special edition – not only
is it for Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur
and the lovely greetings, but also
a welcome to our new Rabbi
Geoffrey Hyman and his wife,
Rebbetzin Michelle Hyman, and not
forgetting “Benji” the family dog.
Mazel Tov and enjoy our lovely
community, our excellent weather
come sunshine, rain and snow! As
long as you have got a sunshade, a
brolly, a Mackintosh and snow boots – you’re laughing!
We wish a hearty Mazel Tov to Alan Markovitch and Jeremy
Symons, our Chatanim, and to Louise Gershlick, our Lady of
the Year! All very well deserved, extremely nice, hard working
people who have served our Community superbly!
The Shul building is now nicely painted and the Talmud Torah
has received a much needed “make over”.
For your information, the Ladies Guild have a trip to see
London’s “Fiddler on the Roof” for an evening performance,
which has already been acclaimed as wonderful – well why not?
And if you want to keep ﬁt, Pilates is starting in September in the
Talmud Torah. Your Editor is too mature (old!). There is also an
Art class and learning Ivrit (Hebrew!).
The Editorial Board and your Editor(!) wish the whole Jewish
Community in S&WHC and Southend itself, a healthy and very
happy New Year.
The Chanukah Edition articles must be in by 4th November
2019, please!
Rochelle O’Brart
Editor

David Riseman
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Mirella & Philip
Eli & Alexander
of

Montine
Food Company
Wish children, grandchildren,
Machatunim,
family and friends a

Happy New Year
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The Rabbi quoted Sir Winston Churchill referring to the Torah:
“We owe to the Jews a system of ethics which, even if it were
entirely separated from the supernatural, would be incomparably the most precious possession of mankind, worth in fact
the fruits of all other learning and wisdom put together”

Gabbaim Diary
Shabbat Behar – 25th May
Close to 200 Congregants packed the
Shul for the service and wonderful Kiddush
sponsored by Jill and Lawrence Collins
to celebrate Lawrence`s 80th birthday
together with family and friends. Guest
Rabbi Eli Brunner (now a frequent visitor
to our shores) delivered an inspiring sermon talking about
Lawrence`s charitable giving and serial fundraising over
many years. Rabbi Brunner also spoke about the Torah
forbidding Jews from lending or borrowing money from
among themselves at interest. Rabbi Brunner said it is
forbidden to charge interest because of taking advantage
of a fellow Jew`s misfortune in order to enrich himself and
imposing more hardship otherwise why would the Jew want to
borrow the money in the ﬁrst place.

Shabbat Naso – 15th June
Angela and Gerry Russell celebrated their
Emerald wedding anniversary with friends.
Mazeltov to the couple on 55 years of
successful married life. Thank you to Angela
and Gerry for sponsoring a lovely Kiddush.

Shabbat Shelach Lecha – 29th June
We celebrated the 85th birthday of
Michael Konyn together will all the family
clan in Synagogue. Allan Silver, speaking
about his brother-in-law, said Michael`s
reputation was such that he did not look a
day over 75! It was a joyous occasion for
all and the Kiddush was kindly sponsored
by Susan and Michael.

Shabbat Bechukotai – 1st June
150 congregants packed the synagogue
to mark the 90th birthday of Leslie
Kleinman (who regrettably was unwell and
unable to attend) and Maurice Symons`s
75th birthday. The kiddush was sponsored
jointly. Rabbi Natali Schiff from J. Roots
was guesting. In his drosha he mentioned
“champions” and “taking one step at a
time” in life referring generally, and to our
birthday boys. He spoke about passing on
Jewish education to our children for future
generations. He started off his drosha with
a decent joke – he had never spoken from
the pulpit with a trapdoor! A good idea!

Shabbat Chukat – 13th July
Aid Society Shabbat and the Kiddush was sponsored
anonymously, to pay respects to the Aid Society committee.
This charity organisation is now in its 66th year.
The Aid Society raises funds for vulnerable Jewish people in
this area in conjunction with Jewish Care and supports the
Jewish Community Centre ﬁnancially when requested, such
as providing Meals on Wheels and funding replacement
windows, machinery etc.

Shabbat Balak – 20th July

Shabbat Bamidbar 8th June
and Shavuot 8th/9th/10th June

Rabbi Ayreh Sufrin ofﬁciated for Saul Bebb`s Barmitzvah.
In his sermon Rabbi Sufrin referred to the “talking donkey”
mentioned in today`s Sidrah; the 50th anniversary of the
moon landing (which was on the day); how he had personally
learnt to lein as a young boy, starting with a few lines from
the smallest Sidrah – Ha`azeinu. Rabbi Sufrin blessed the
Barmitzvah boy who leined the ﬁrst
two call-ups and read the Haftorah wonderfully well. Close to 200
Congregants, including family and
friends from home and abroad, were
present to witness the culmination of
Saul`s enthusiasm and hard work, dedicated over a period
of years. The Kiddush was generously sponsored by the Bebb
family in celebration of the simcha. The family also sponsored
the Seudah Shlishis third meal in the evening, 50 were in
attendance.

This Shabbat was in honour of the new Board of
Management. In welcoming the new Board Members.
President Michael Nelkin also paid tribute to Emeritus Gabbai
Stanley Robinson for his hard work over 30 years and former
Treasurer Ronald Shinegold over 13 years.
We had the pleasure of welcoming back from Israel,
inspirational Rabbi Dovid Sher together with his Rebbetzin
Hannah and family. His brother-in-law teenager Samuel
Fine leined for us which included singing the Book of Ruth at
break-neck speed!
Rabbi Sher delivered some well-prepared, engaging, topical
sermons and lectures that educated and were informative.
Comments were well received i.e. “fantastic”; “stupendous”.
On Shabbat, Rabbi Sher spoke about the smaller Tabernacle,
and the larger Temple (which took 30,000 men to build) and
that the Synagogue should be more beautiful than your home.
In another sermon, he compared the statistics of thirteen
million Jews living on the planet to the number of Christians
and Muslims and the Jewish contribution towards the
well-being of the World. The Rabbi listed some great
names citing literature, science, music, ﬁnance and business
acumen, medicine and especially the prominence of the
number of Jewish Nobel Prize Winners which, he said, is out
of proportion compared to those winners in other Religions.

Shabbat Pinchas - 27th July
A Shabbat treble – A double simcha
celebrating the Barmitzvah of Lewis Briggs
and the 70th birthday of Stewart Somers.
The Kiddush was sponsored jointly by
Sandra and Ian Lieberman (grandparents) and by Sharon and Stewart Somers.
Mazeltov to both
families.
Grateful thanks to Jeremy Symons for coaching the
Barmitzvah boy from scratch. It
was Rabbi Geoffrey Hyman`s ﬁrst
Shabbat with our community
ofﬁciating as our new permanent Rabbi and we welcomed
him together with his Rebbetzin Michelle.

Subjects also included a detailed paper at the Seudah Shlishit
on the customs and celebrations of Shavuot and an hour`s
riveting talk on the history of regaining Jerusalem during the
1967 Six-Day War. He said Jerusalem is written 600 times in
the Hebrew Bible.
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In his sermon, Rabbi Hyman remarked how appreciative he
and Michelle were to the Community for making them feel so
welcome. He commented on the warmth they had received.
He spoke about peace and harmony in the Community and
when addressing the Barmitzvah boy said life is a challenge
and you cannot grow without challenges and hoped that
Lewis, when seeing the Rabbi in the future, will say “I was
your ﬁrst Barmitzvah boy here in this community.” The Rabbi
conﬁrmed Stewart Somers is a regular minyan man and there
are plenty of vacancies available. The Rabbinic couple were
also delighted to have their dog Benji back. He had been
looked after by a friend for three months pending the
Rabbinic couple`s move to a ﬁxed abode.

Thursday 17th October 7pm
Simchat Beit Hashoeva
Annual Sukkah Party after Ma’ariv.
Everyone is welcome to join
Rabbi Geoffrey and Rebbetzin
Michelle (their ﬁrst Succot in
our Community) in our large
Sukkah for an evening of joy
and celebration.
A light supper and refreshments will be served.
Come and join celebrity guests including this
year`s Honourees. Guest speaker.

Shabbat Matot -Masei – 3rd August
A double Sidrah and a long
Haftorah, celebrating Sammy Cohen`s
80th birthday along with his close family
and friends, a wonderful service attended
by over 200 congregants. As usual in our
vibrant and energetic Synagogue, the
Wardens managed to allocate respective
honours to all those as requested by the
celebrants. In his sermon, Rabbi Hyman spoke about the
legend of the mythical, immortal (?) man ”The Wandering
Jew”. The Rabbi also paid tribute to Sammy and Angela,
how they have been volunteers in the Community over many,
many years. The sumptuous Kiddush was generously
sponsored by the family.

Free Entry.
MINYAN INSIGHT

Quote of the Minyan year:
They say I am the “Greatest ” Rabbi, one of a
generation – yet nine of me cannot form a minyan,
while ten simple tailors do a minyan make!!

NEW SHUL SHAMMAS
ANNOUNCEMENT

Shabbat Devarim – 10th August

As you may have already noticed,
Alexander Walters is our new Shul
Shammas greatly assisting the Gabbaim
in the general continued smooth running
of the Shabbat and Yom Tovim services.
We wish Alexander every success
possible in helping us manage the
Shul to everyone`s satisfaction.

The start of the ﬁnal book of the Torah Cycle. Moses recounts
the previous 40 years. The day before Tisha B`Av on Saturday
night 10th August//Sunday 11th August. Annual Fast Day. A
Jewish day of mourning. In his sermon, Rabbi Hyman listed a
number of expulsions which have occurred in Jewish history
and the destruction of the ﬁrst and second Temples plus many
other travesties that have occurred on the same date.
Geoffrey Pepper

A Bereavement,
Shiva or Stone setting.

Message From The Wardens
Decorum In Shul Over Rosh Hashanah

U

A formal Mishebeirach prayer will be
recited for the beneﬁt of all those who
whisper during the service!!

U

Improvements in decorum help to ﬁnish
the service on time

U

Respect for the Rabbi and Chazan will be
much appreciated!

U

Respect for those who want to Pray will be
much appreciated!

U

You can help us ﬁnish on time as decorum
interruptions prolong the service!

U

1st and 2nd days Rosh Hashanah service
commences at 8.30am we aim to ﬁnish at
1.00pm provided the Congregation is in
keeping with decorum!

U

Sadly, when there no or very few family or friends this will
contribute to a sparsely attended graveside and the minyan
is likely to fall short. This means the need for a quorum of
at least ten Jewish males to allow for the recital of Kaddish
(the Mourner’s Prayer). A huge mitzvah and a great kindness,
because every Jew is connected, deserves a Kaddish, and
this person to whom you are doing this for cannot reciprocate
and pay you back.
To join the emergency call-out team please contact Pam
Freedman in the Shul Ofﬁce or if and when the email
requesting assistance goes out from the Ofﬁce, please come
along, if you can, and help make up a minyan.
Geoffrey Pepper

Refuah Sheleimah Sick List
To add a name or, if already submitted, would like it to be
retained on the list please email:
Geoffrey.pepper@hotmail.co.uk and we will include the
name. If you are able, please provide the mother`s Hebrew
name.
Thank you

Thank you for your very kind consideration
in speaking quietly but not all at once.

Geoffrey Pepper and Maurice Symons
Wardens

Geoffrey Pepper
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Lag B’Omer
Payments to
S&WHC
by Cheque

A day of Rejoicing on 23rd May– Lag B`Omer
33rd day of the Omer and the Annual S&WHC BBQ

Due to a change in Banking Rules,
kindly ensure cheques are made
payable to:
It was grill time when over seventy people attended this
unique and successful BBQ in the Spring weather welcoming
the fresh warm air. The menu was meaty with a vegetarian
option.

“Southend & Westcliff Hebrew
Congregation”

In full
“SWHC” will no longer be
accepted on any cheques.
Many thanks
Thanks for organising to Marilyn and Stephen Salt and
Maurice Symons for playing their part in the evening’s
proceedings. Thanks also to David Law, Manager of S&WHC
Kosher Shop, for his “master chef” cooking ability! Yael Bebb
and John Guy known as ‘Random Folk’ entertained the crowd
with Israeli songs and folk songs.

Waitresses
If you are having a function on the
Synagogue
premises
and
waitresses are required, they
MUST be booked through the
Synagogue Office at all times.
Under no circumstances are the waitresses to
be booked privately unless for a personal
private function.
12

How does Chai care?
“Cancer made us voiceless, isolated and scared.
7KHZRUNVKRSJDYHXVWKHFRQÀGHQFHWREHFUHDWLYH
and express things that are hard to put into words.
It’s inclusive and enriching, a cocoon of safety, harmony,
light and joy in our world.”
The Chai Art Workshop Group (artist Shoshana Manning)

For more information on our 58 specialised
services from 11 locations across the UK and
through our Home Support Service, please
call our Freephone helpline on 0808 808 4567
or visit www.chaicancercare.org
Chai Lifeline Cancer Care Registered Charity No. 1078956
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Memories - Southend Newspaper 1966

Car Parking
When parking
in
Finchley Road
and the surrounding area, kindly be
aware of people’s driveways and
park considerately.

Southend Kehila
Email Group

S&WHC Talmud Torah

The Southend Kehila email group has been relaunched
under the independent management of Alan Wand and
Anne Marcus. It has a steering committee with representation
from both S&WHC and the Reform Synagogue. It also has
links to Jewish Care and all the other Jewish Charities and
Organisations.
Its aim is to:
UÊ Ài>V ÊÕÌÊÌÊÊiÜÃ Ê«i«iÊÊÌ iÊ-ÕÌ i`Ê>`Ê
surrounding area including those not afﬁliated to any
community.
UÊ ii«ÊÌ iÊvÀi`Ê>LÕÌÊiÛiÌÃÊ>`Ê>VÌÛÌiÃ°ÊÌÊÜÊÊÊÊ
produces a monthly community wide calendar delivered
to each member’s email inbox
UÊ «ÀÛ`iÊ>ÊvÀÕÊÜ iÀiÊiLiÀÃÊV>Ê>ÃÊvÀÊ>`ÊvviÀ
help to each other
It is a politics free zone.
If you would like more details or wish to join, please email
alanwand@yahoo.com

Our Talmud Torah Hall has
recently had a “make over”.
If you are thinking of hiring a hall
for an “occasion” or “event”,
this would make a perfect venue,
with reasonable charges.

Call the Shul Ofﬁce
for further hire details.

Talmud Torah Activities
If you are interested in any of the classes below call 01702 344900 or email shulofﬁce@swhc.org.uk

Day
Monday

Weekly Classes
Pilates with Joggy
Pilates with Joggy
Tuesday
Drawing & Art
with Rosalind
Wednesday Ivrit
with Lital

Start Date
9 September
10th September
10th September

Time
Cost
1pm – 2pm £5 per class
10am-11am £5 per class
1pm – 3pm £5 per class

23rd October

1pm – 2pm

th
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£5 per class
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rewarding and that is what motivates both of us. In
attempting to be fair, the Board often discusses and
involves itself in things which really have nothing
speciﬁcally to do with Jews of which Islamaphobia is an
example as mentioned herein. Incidentally a “phobia” is
an irrational fear and with the terrorism which Israel has
to endure and the risk to Jews world wide it is an incorrect
term.

Two Steps Forward One Step Back
I am now into my ﬁfth year
as S&WHC’s representative
on the Board of Deputies
and have been joined by Eric
Harris as our second Representative now into his second
year.

On a positive note as a matter of policy the Board DOES
NOT involve itself in Israeli politics. We do appreciate
that the job of the Board, and speciﬁcally the executive,
is not easy given the many different strands of belief both
religious and political within the Jewish community. For
many years now apart from the different groups up and
down the country many other groups have membership for example the United Synagogues, The Zionist
Federation, The Jewish LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender) forum and as of this past Sunday AJR (The
Association of Jewish Refugees) - and they do try and
accommodate as many different groups as possible but
there are some groups so far not represented such as
the Charedi. This is important as the statistics show that
in the years to come the Charedi will be an increasingly
large percentage of British Jewry. Projections indicate that
by 2050 30% of Jewish births will be Charedi. This is
because of high birth rate and little inter marriage and
surely the Board of Deputies must ﬁnd a means of
inclusion.

Why the cost of two Deputies
when one with should sufﬁce? Allow me to elaborate.
The Board has for many years
had a left wing bias which is
diametrically opposite to the
ideology of the vast majority
of our community and probably similar communities
nationally.
It has been my goal to redress the balance which has only
been partially successful but nevertheless far better than
when I ﬁrst represented our community. I am no longer
booed after addressing the delegates and this is as a direct
result of not only increasing the number of like-minded
Deputies (Eric being on the same ideological wavelength
as myself) but also forming, within the Board, a caucus
to challenge the status quo. Naturally there is a double
cost to this and this cost is borne by our S&WHC members
paying for the two of us.

No one is suggesting there are easy answers or solutions.
Finally, a lot of Board time is taken up with the current
resurgence of antisemitism especially but not solely within
the Labour party. The “Enough is Enough‘’ campaign of
last year seems to be a pragmatic means of challenge
which we support.

Apart from my activism which upsets the hierarchy of the
Board, I have been banned from posting to their Facebook
page ironically called ‘Every Deputy Can Have Their Say‘.
I have also been canvassing contacts in other communities
asking them to investigate the political ideology of those
who represent them in their respective communities. Most
are unaware of the ideology of the Deputies who are
supposed to represent them.

There are nicer ways to spend nine Sundays in a year and
attending a dozen or so weekly sub committees....but
hey!!!
Peter Baum / Eric Harris

The apathy and inertia of many in other communities
is the reason why the Board of Deputies is not
representative of British Jewry. I am convinced, from the
anecdotal evidence, that S&WHC is no different from
other Jewish communities but those communities are
represented by Deputies who do not reﬂect the sensitivities
of those they are supposed to represent.

Yom Kippur
Ladies Hour
As in past years, there will be
a “break” in the Yom Kippurr
service just prior to the concluusion, at approximately 4.00pm
m –
5.00pm.

Why am I banned from posting to the Facebook page of
the B of D? I recently posted some statistics from the World
Economic Forum, a reputable economic organisation
which identiﬁed nine of the worse ten countries (the other
being North Korea) for gender inequality were Muslim
countries. Complaints were made that my post was
Islamophobic which was supported by the Administrator
(who admitted being pressured by Board Ofﬁcials) who
asked me to delete the post or be banned. I did not
delete the post. The paradox is that the post was part of
an article I later had published in an online Islamic paper
with a readership of one million plus Muslims - clearly they
did not think it Islamophobic. The Board’s Facebook page
should be renamed...’Every Deputy Can Have Their Say
Provided It Fits In With The Ideology Of The Executive’.

The ‘Ladies Hour’ programme,
e, as in
previous years, will now take place in
the Beis Hamedrash, when chosen
osen ladies
will give a short, interesting talk
alk and, this
year, our new Rebbetzin, Michelle
Hyman,
helle Hyman
will be taking part as well. We all welcome her!
I look forward to greeting you all to a brief, fairly light
hearted hour before we all go back to the conclusion of
the Yom Kippur Day Service.
I wish you all Good Yom Tov and a stress-free Fast.
Rochelle O’Brart

It is slow, frustrating, draining but very, very occasionally
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Rosh Hashanah 5780
Rabbi Geoffrey and Rebbetzin Michelle Hyman,
the Executive and Board of Management

Chatan Torah
Jeremy Symons
Chatan Bereishit
Alan Markovitch
Lady of the Year
Louise Gershlick

Send New Year
Greetings
to you all
17

The
Chief Rabbi’s
Rosh Hashanah
Message 5780

Few people believed that his candidate stood any chance.
After all, Istanbul had long been a stronghold of the ruling
AKP party and President Erdogan had a large base of
support in the Turkish capital. Astonishingly, on 23rd
June this year, against all the odds, Ekrem Imamoglu was
elected mayor of Istanbul, striking a blow for civility,
selﬂessness and decency.

On 23rd June 2019, something
extraordinary
happened
in
Turkey; something which provides an insight into how each
of us might successfully navigate a society which feels more
divided and despondent than it has for many years.

The lesson of this most unlikely political earthquake is that
the port in the storm is not in fact beyond our reach, nor
is it something that we must wait for others to provide. On
the contrary, the answer is and has always been right under
our noses.

Increasingly, when faced
with a major problem, pub“These are times
lic ﬁgures discover that they
of disharmony,
ﬁnd acclaim by apportioning
which many of us blame. Immediate, oversimnever believed we pliﬁed solutions are promised
and their impassioned rhetowould see.”
ric alone can be enough to
generate widespread public
support. Over time, those holding an opposing view feel
compelled to resort to many of the same tactics in order
to be heard and society becomes polarised. Those who
might be cast as an obstacle to the success of one side
or another are scapegoated. Before long, people become
deﬁned by their perceived ‘allegiances’ and a destructive
culture of demonisation of ‘the other’ sets in.

Our societies can take a lesson from our Torah tradition:
ʭʥʬʹ ʤʩʺʥʡʩʺʰ ʬʫʥ ʭʲʰ ʩʫʸʣ ʤʩʫʸʣ
“The Torah’s ways are pleasant and all its paths are peace.”
(Proverbs 3:17)
It is within our power to break free from the cycle of
polarisation. It begins by modelling what Rav Kook, the
ﬁrst Chief Rabbi of the Holy Land, referred to as ‘Ahavat
Chinam’ – causeless love: making time to give of ourselves
to others with no expectation of reward or reciprocity.
Our Sages taught:
We become truly
“It is within our power to
wise by learning
break free from the cycle
from every person.
of polarisation.”
We become truly
mighty by
conquering our own negative inclinations. We become truly
honourable by honouring others and we become truly
heroic by turning enemies into friends.

Today, we call this populism. Its impact is felt across the
globe, from here in the UK, right across Europe, the United
States and even in Israel. These are times of disharmony,
which many of us never believed we would see.

A highlight of our Yom Kippur services is the repetitive
chanting of the 13 attributes of Hashem’s mercy. The
Talmud explains that we do so in order to inspire us to
emulate the ways of the Almighty: just as He is merciful, so
too should we be merciful; just as He is kind, so too should
we be kind. (Shabbat 133b).

Citizens in every country are prompted to make a choice:
Will we do the easy thing? Will we sit back and allow
ourselves to be swept up by the dangerous currents of
hostility to ‘the other’? Or, can we ﬁnd a port somewhere
in the storm where we can remain considered and
temperate; where we can be discerning about truth and
justice within our fragile world?

Over the High Holy Day period, when we lower our heads
for viduy (confession), we will admit to the sins of sneering,
impertinence and obduracy; of disrespect, hardheartedness and insincerity; of deception, tale-bearing
and baseless hatred. Are these not among the most
transgressed sins of the social media generation? In these
times, when decency is no longer the norm and humility is
mistaken for weakness, Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur
inspire us to buck the trend and to change ourselves so
deeply that those around us cannot fail to be inﬂuenced by
it. This is how the seeds for real global change are sown.

The signs thus far have been less than encouraging, but
earlier this year a Turkish man, Ates Ilyas Bassoy, provided
a ﬂicker of light in the darkness.
Mr Bassoy had observed how actor,
“…the port in the storm
is not in fact beyond our Robert De Niro had
publicly insulted Presireach, nor is it somedent Donald Trump at
thing that we must wait a high proﬁle awards
for others to provide.”
ceremony the previous
year. His expletiveridden remarks were greeted by a standing ovation, but
they also served to motivate and embolden the President’s
supporters. Not surprisingly, anger generated yet more anger. Mr Bassoy concluded that a more effective strategy
would be one of what he called ‘radical love’ - to meet
aggression with peace, insults with praise and hatred with
love. To most, it sounded like a naïve – if honourable –
approach, but he was provided with an opportunity to prove
it could work when he became the campaign manager for
a virtually unknown district mayor, Ekrem Imamoglu. Mr
Imamoglu was to stand for Mayor of Istanbul against the
might of President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s powerful party
regime. Bassoy described his campaign strategy as having
two simple rules: Ignore Erdogan and love those who love
Erdogan.

Valerie and I extend our heartfelt wishes to you all for a
happy, peaceful and fulﬁlling New Year.

Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis
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September
2019
Tishrei 5780
Message from
the President

The Board of Deputies played a prominent role in
campaigning for the terrorist group Hizballah to be
banned in its entirety. The Government listened and
responded last autumn by ending the artiﬁcial
distinction between Hizballah’s political and military
wings.

Last year, my Rosh Hashanah
message told of the way the
Jewish community came together to proclaim in a loud
and ﬁrm voice, “Enough is
Enough” on antisemitism in the Labour Party.

We continue to confront and challenge divisive and
unhelpful boycotts of Israel. Through our Invest in Peace
projects, where we bring Israelis and Palestinians to
speak to interfaith audiences, we show that there are
better ways to address and resolve differences over the
conﬂict.

Since then, the antisemitism crisis has not gone away.
However, our campaign against those who pursue this
most ancient form of racism has had great successes,
notably the suspension of serial offenders including
Chris Williamson and Peter Willsman and the expulsion
of Jackie Walker.

We made a signiﬁcant intervention into the
Government’s legislation on organ donation. As we
moved from an opt-in to an opt-out system, we acted to
ensure that Jews of all denominations were protected.
We also obtained compromises from the Department
for Education on relationships and sex education that
will allow all parts of our community to teach according
to their ethos.

There is understandable anxiety in our community about
the way racists within Labour have been emboldened
to express their disgraceful views by the indifference,
and at times the collusion, of the party’s leadership.
However, as I have been saying since I assumed the
presidency of this great organisation in 2018, there is
another story to be told.

We work to educate non-Jewish children and adults
throughout the UK on the Jewish way of life. One way
we do this is through our mobile exhibition, the Jewish
Living Experience which is visited by thousands of
children and adults.

This is the story of a longstanding community that has
lived peacefully in the UK for centuries; a community
which, since we were allowed back into this country by
Oliver Cromwell, has had the freedom to practise our
religion and live a truly Jewish life within a respectful
society.

We ensure high standard of religious education in
schools through our Pikuach inspection service – ‘the
Jewish Ofsted’ which is accredited by the Department
for Education.

In return, our community has contributed great things,
in the arts, in society, in business and in politics and
science. We have produced major ﬁgures from Abba
Eban to Amy Winehouse, from Isaiah Berlin to Mark
Ronson. With the prevailing conditions of freedom
and respect our community has ﬂourished over the
past centuries, and despite worries over the revival of
mainstream antisemitism, most of us lead happy Jewish
lives.

Our honorary ofﬁcers and staff reach out to local
councillors at Local Councillors Seminars across the
UK, to ensure that they understand and are sympathetic
to Jewish concerns.
Through Milah UK, for which the Board of Deputies
provides the secretariat, we campaign for the right of
every Jewish boy to be circumcised according to Jewish
law.

However, there is a reason that the Board of Deputies
has existed since 1760; that is to protect those
hard-won freedoms and to ensure that the Jewish
community in all its forms and denominations,
continues to ﬂourish.

Our contribution to UK Jewish life is crucial. We will
continue to represent you in the coming year to ensure
we continue to live freely and safely as Jews as we have
done here for centuries.
May this Rosh Hashanah bring you, your families and
all of Am Yisrael health, strength and peace.

At the Board of Deputies, we are in constant campaign
mode, challenging Labour antisemitism through
advocacy in the media, and to those in Labour and
outside who support us and can make a difference.
Of course, Labour’s antisemitism problem is not the
only problem with which we are grappling. Brexit is
an issue of enormous national signiﬁcance, and it will
impact on British Jews. We have been working with the
Government to ensure that Jewish interests are
safeguarded in all circumstances.
1 Torriano Mews,
London NW5 2RZ

+44 20 7543 5400
info@bod.org.uk

Marie van der Zyl
President

www.bod.org.uk
Registered Charity No. 1058107
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Jeremy Symons:
Chatan Torah

Alan Markovitch:
Chatan Bereishit

Jeremy says; ‘I feel it’s a
great privilege to be chosen
and given the huge honour
of being one of the Chatanim alongside Alan Markovitch and Lady of the Year,
Louise Gershlick.
As both my parents were
and still are to this day, very
deeply involved with the day
to day running of the Synagogue. I wanted to contribute in some small way, so I
could give something back to
the community too.’
Jeremy spent a number of
years in Golders Green and
Hendon, learning at the JLE, before returning to Westcliff
and continuing his Jewish Learning with Project Seed. For a
number of years he assisted in davening at Raymond House,
leading a slightly abridged service for one of the days over
Rosh Hashanah. He also took over from Sybil Schiller running
a small class once a week, helping members of our
congregation to read Hebrew. He then continued these
lessons on a private basis and later helped others who
wanted to learn to read Hebrew, brush up their skills or to
help their sons with learning their Barmitzvah.
When a member of the community told Jeremy that he would
come more often if he could understand the leining, he
began to provide a synopsis of the Torah portions and later
the Haftorahs. Six years later, ‘Snapshot Torah’ has grown
from strength to strength and is not only sent out to all the
members of the Community but is now being received across
the world.
Jeremy continues to conduct and lead some of the services
and recite the odd Haftorah on Shabbat and Yom Tovim.
Jeremy would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone
of our beautiful Southend and Westcliff Community for all
your continuous kind feedback and support over the years
and for the Synagogue Executives, Council and Wardens in
bestowing him with this very special honour.

Alan says; “I am extremely honoured to be chosen as Chatan
Bereishit and would like to congratulate Jeremy and Louise on
becoming fellow honourees”.
Alan was born in the Westcliff
and has lived here all his life. He
belonged to BBYO, Weizman,
FZY and was joint Chairman of
the Youth Club. Alan has always
enjoyed sport and played for Essex at table tennis and played
football for Westcliff Rovers and the Youth Club.
He married Sally in 1975 and they have two married sons
and two grandchildren.
Alan ran his own businesses from an early age. More recently
he ran a business taking people to and from the airports and
seaports. In the last ﬁve and a half years he ran the Shop
at the Shul and is very grateful for all the support from the
customers in the community.

Louise Gershlick:
Lady of the year
Louise came to Southend in
1970 when she married Alan.
She had trained as a secretary
and rose to be a PA in fashion houses. When she came to
Southend she worked in a very
different ﬁeld in a building ﬁrm.
Louise and Alan have two
married sons and eight
grandchildren. Louise joined
the Ladies Guild Committee in
1988 and has served on the Committee ever since. For the
last 21 years she has been Membership Secretary including
from 2006 to 2012 when Alan was President of S&WHC.
Louise is a keen Bridge player, enjoys watching tennis and
since their ﬁrst tour to the Far East in 1996 she has loved
travelling to exotic places.
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Cohen:

Barnes:

Diane and Alan wish Rabbi Geoffrey
Hyman and Rebbetzin Michelle, the
Shul Council, family, friends and the
Community a healthy and Happy
New Year.

Laraine and Roy, children and grandchildren,
together with Barry, wish Rabbi and Rebbetzin
Hyman, Board of Management, family, friends
and all the Community a happy, healthy New
Year and well over the Fast.

Davis:
Helen and Symon wish their children,
grandchildren, relatives and friends, a
healthy, peaceful year and well over the Fast.

Baum:

Irene, Peter, Gary and Daniel wish all their
friends, family and all the Community a very
healthy and happy New Year.

Dix:

Ruth and Tony Dix wish Rabbi Geoffrey and
Rebbetzin Michelle Hyman, colleagues on
the Board of Management, their children,
grandson, family and friends, a very happy
and healthy New Year and well over the Fast.

BEDINI MEMORIALS
Memorials Masons Of Distinction

Wish the whole Community
A very happy and peaceful New Year

Franks:

Braden:

Diane Franks, with Sidney Austin, wish
their children, grandchildren, family,
many friends, and all the Community a
very happy, healthy and peaceful New
Year and well over the fast.

Audrie and Alan Braden and family wish all
their friends and the entire Community a healthy
and happy New Year and well over the Fast.

Cohen:

Franks:

Angela and Sammy wish their children,
grandchildren, relatives and friends a very
happy New Year and well over the Fast.

Jackie and Martin Franks, send New Year
greetings to all of their family, friends and all
the community wishing them a year of health
and happiness.
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Freedman:

Monica and Jeffrey Freedman wish
Rabbi and Rebbetzin Hyman, Board of
Management and their families, together
with Monica and Jeffrey’s many friends
and family, a healthy and peaceful
New Year and well over the Fast.

Jacques:

Janette and Maurice Jacques wish a happy,
healthy and peaceful New Year to the Board
of Management, our Machatanim and all our
friends.

Jacques:

Gershlick:

Katie, David, Mimi and Remi wish their families
and friends, members of the Community a
happy, healthy and peaceful New Year and well
over the Fast.

Louise and Alan wish Rabbi and Rebbetzin
Hyman, Board of Management together with
Jonathan and Oriol, Paul and Ilana and our
grandchildren, family and friends, a very healthy
and happy New Year and well over the Fast.

Kloos:
Ronnie and Beverley Kloos wish all
their family and friends a happy and
healthy New Year.

Gold:

Sharon and David Gold wish Rabbi and
Rebbetzin Hyman, Board of Management,
relatives and friends a very Happy New Year
and well over the fast.

Larholt:
Suzanne and Anthony Larholt wish their
mother, Lilian Montsash, their children,
grandchildren, Rabbi and Rebbetzin Hyman,
family and friends, a Happy, Healthy and
Peaceful New Year.

Goldman:

Miriam and Lawrence, with their children
and grandchildren, send their best wishes
to everybody for a happy New Year and
well over the Fast.

Lesley:

Betty and Maurice wish their children,
grandchildren, relatives and friends, Rabbi
and Rebbetzin Hyman and family a healthy
and happy New Year.

Hart:
Rona Hart (Haifa) wishes everyone in
Southend and Westcliff a Shana Tova.
May this be a year of peace, harmony and
blessing for the whole House of Israel.
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Lewis:

Riseman:

Marilyn and Chesney, together with
their children and grandchildren, wish
family and friends a happy and healthy
New Year.

Linda and David would like to wish their
children, grandchildren, mechutanim, relatives,
friends and the entire Community a very happy
and healthy New Year and well over the Fast.

Rosehill:

O’Brart:

To the whole SWHC community; we
would like to wish you all a very happy
and sweet new year. I have been
overwhelmed with the support you
have given me through my ShofarBlowing years in the community. I
wanted to thank you all and may
S&WHC only continue to go from
strength to strength. With fondest
wishes, Jason, Tash and Marnie.

Rochelle wishes her children, grandchildren,
Machatanim, London and Nottingham
family, dear friends, Rabbi and Rebbetzin
Hyman and members of the Community, a
year filled with good health and happiness –
Shana Tova.

Office:

The Synagogue Office staff wish the
entire Community a Happy and Healthy
New Year..

Roth:

Rita and Andrew Roth wish Rabbi and Mrs
Hyman, the Council and all dear friends and
members of the Community, a very happy
and peaceful New Year.

Rabinovitch:

Wish Rabbi and Mrs Hyman, President and
Shul Council a happy New Year and well over
the Fast. Henrietta and Michael Rabinovitch
and family.

Shaw:

Riva and Andrew Shaw and family wish
a healthy and happy New Year to all our
friends, Rabbi and Rebbetzin Hyman
and all the Community.

Ramet:
Adele and David Ramet wish their family,
friends and the whole Community a very
happy New Year and well over the Fast.
Special thanks to the CST and Security
Stewards’ Team for all their support and
hard work in keeping everyone safe.

Shulton:

Loretta and Leonard Shulton and family
wish the whole Community a healthy and
happy New Year.
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Azulay: Gillian and Arnold welcome Rabbi and Mrs
Hyman and family and wish them, family and friends, a
Happy New Year and well over the Fast.

Son:

Maxine and Michael Son, together with
their family, take this opportunity to wish a
very happy New Year to the Community.

De Metz: Gillian and Jack de Metz together with
Hannah and Asher, wish the Rabbi and Rebbetzin,
Council, family and friends, a happy, healthy and
peaceful New Year.

Goldberg: Shanah Tovah U’metukah. May this
New Year be ﬁlled with good health and happiness
for all our family, friends and community. Marcia and
Michael Goldberg.

Sussman:

Jay: Geraldine and Ben Jay wish their children,
grandchildren, family and friends and the Community, a
Happy, Healthy New Year and well over the Fast.

Adrianne, together with her children, Miranda
and Jamie, Stacey and Michael and grandchildren,
Max, Amba, Georgia and Mabel, wish family,
friends and all the Community a Happy, Healthy
and Peaceful New Year.

Kalms: Jackie Kalms, together with Daniel and
David and their families wish the Southend Jewish
Community a Happy and Healthy New Year and Well
over the Fast.

Kosky: Betty and Sonny Kosky wish the entire
community a very happy New Year, Peace and Joy in
5780.
Levin: To Rabbi and Mrs Hyman, Honorary Ofﬁcers
and all my friends in the Community. Wishing us all a
healthy and exciting New Year from which we can learn
and apply! Rod Levin

Symons:
Maurice and Sandra, together with Jeremy, Paula
and James, wish Rabbi and Rebbetzin Hyman, the
Shul Council, family and friends, a very happy
and peaceful New Year. Shana Tova.

Russell: Angela and Gerry wish their children and
grandchildren, family and friends, members of the
Community a happy and healthy New Year. Hag
Sameach.
Schiller: Sybil and Ralph Schiller wish everyone in
the Community a very happy New Year.

Shalet: Shirley and Alan Shalet wish a very Happy
New Year and an easy fast to their dear children,
grandchildren, great grandchildren, relatives and
friends together with all those involved in the welfare of
our wonderful Kehillah.

Wine:

Ann and David, together with their children
and grandchildren, wish you all a healthy,
happy New Year and well over the Fast.

Silverstone: Rosalyn and Derek Silverstone wish
family and friends a Happy and Healthy New Year and
well over the Fast.
Simmons: Cynthia and Jeffrey, together with their
family, wish you all a healthy and happy New Year and
well over the Fast.

Yaffe:
Roberta and Michael wish their
children, grandchildren, family,
friends, Rabbi and Rebbetzin Hyman
and family and all the Community, a
very happy, healthy and peaceful New
Year and well over the Fast.

Turner: Raymond Turner sends best wishes and
good health to all for 5780.

West: Suzi, Carly, Harrison and Kitson wish family
and friends Shana Tova Ve’matoca.
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The Birthday ‘Dad’

Southend and
Distrist AID Society

Sammy Cohen

Sing Along Bingo Evening

In these days of social media and TV creating instant heroes
and celebrities, it is very easy to forget sometimes who the
real heroes are.

On Sunday 14th July over 100 people came together
for a fun evening to raise much needed, and very much
appreciated, funds for the elderly and vulnerable people in
our town. Everybody came along to enjoy themselves and the
evening raised over £900.

My
greatest
was
born Samuel Joseph
Cohen on August 2nd,
1939 in Plaistow, East
London and we were
on the brink of World
War II. Rather than
stick around and wait
for the bombs to start
dropping, the family were evacuated to
Devon where Grandma (Z”L) and my dad
spent most of the war,
whilst Grampsy (Z’’L)
went off to ﬁght the
Japanese in Burma!
Post war saw a move to
Southend and when, in
the late 1950s, Sammy
met Angela (not Harry nor indeed Sally!) it was inevitable that
in 1962 that union would be blessed in the Shul in Alexander
Road. And still in 1962 (November – they got married in
January, do the maths!!) the author of this piece arrived and
was joined in succession by brothers Daniel and Adam, the
family living in Westcliff. All the boys were Barmitzvah in
Finchley Road Shul, where eventually two of the three boys
would get married as well; the one exception being Daniel
who married Marcy in Long Island, New York, USA, where
they reside today!

The AID Society committee thanks everyone for their
support. We look forward to seeing you all at our next
function on 22nd September, THE SOUTHEND BOYS
AND GIRLS CHOIR, in the Shul Hall. This very popular
Choir, who also perform, amongst other venues, at the
Holocaust Memorial Function in the Civic Centre, have
become well known with their superb voices throughout
the UK and beyond!. They are a pleasure to listen to,
with their excellent and varied performances.
So please book as early as possible – seats are
beginning to go….! Tickets are £10 per person including refreshments. Phone Marcia Goldberg 07887
847482.

The three sons
produced a grand
total of ten grandchildren some of
whom have gone
on to contribute six
great-grandchildren to the seemingly ever-growing
worldwide ‘Cohen
clan’!

Monday Club

Have you got time on your
hands?
Are you looking for something
to do?
Then why not try our club,
where you will be very welcome and enjoy
our happy atmosphere.
Club is every Monday from 11.45am to
3.30pm, which includes a light lunch,
all for the entrance price of £3.
We play all sorts of card games i.e. Canasta,
Kalooky and Solo.
For more information contact Maurice on
07504827095

Having worked a lifetime with Sammy’s father, Alf, and
brother, Mark, building up a wholesale cash and carry
business, Sammy retired to take things a bit easier! That said,
he was a true ‘working member’ of S&WHC, a stalwart of
the Shul’s Chevra Kadisha for many years and, to relax, was
to be found on many a green, be it golf or bowls! Although
recent challenges to his health have curtailed much of these
activities, as with anyone born in August, this Leo is still
roaring….albeit a bit softer than a few years ago!
What do we learn from our heroes? I learned a love of sport,
a sharp wit, a love of fair play and doing things the right
way, a love of Yiddishkeit, and most importantly, (the one that
doesn’t come with an instruction manual) how to be a good
dad!
So please join with me in wishing my hero, Sammy Cohen, a
very happy 80th Birthday - Biz hundert un tsvantsig!!

On behalf of the club we wish
everybody a very Happy New Year.

Martin Cohen
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Jewish Day Centre Cobham Road
the group and the Centre. In the mornings we concentrate on
cognitive wellbeing and building conﬁdence and concentrate
on what members can do instead of cannot. Various activities
take place which can involve physical games, board games,
reminiscence, arts and crafts, gardening and various
discussions.

Focus on some of the
Community Centre Staff Roles
Chris Sternshine –
Community Development Worker
I manage the two elements of connect@southend which
consists of partnership working with ‘Active Life’ to deliver
Monday afternoon low impact exercise classes at the Reform
Synagogue and Tuesday afternoon at the Community
Centre – the latter providing the opportunity for bespoke
1-2-1 IT sessions (phones, laptops, ipads etc), for joining an
informal art group ( materials provided), another chance to
come along to an Active Life exercise session or just enjoy a
chat, cup of tea and piece of cake!

We are currently running an ‘Active Minds’ session which
aims to improve mental abilities and memory. The group are
responding well.

Melas Backhouse –
Driver/Recreational Assistant
I work three days a week – Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
driving our minibus which collects members from the
community in the morning and return them home at the end
of the day. It is a happy bus, starting everyone’s day with a
smile, full of chatter, and friends greeting one another. We
even get to play a bit of ‘Pop Master’ enroute depending on
the schedule.

To add to the social element of connect@ we had our ﬁrst
outing last year (to the Jewish Museum) and this year we will
be visiting The Royal Hospital Chelsea (maybe catch sight
of the winner of Britain’s Got Talent?) We have supportive
members who come along and enjoy both elements of
connect@ but, that said, it would be great to see more
people on both days. I also manage the connect@ volunteers
who I thank for their commitment, willingness to help and, in
the case of our IT volunteers, for their expertise.

In between driving about on the ‘Happy Bus’, I work around
the Centre assisting those who need support or direction in
whatever capacity. I often ‘entertain the troops’ with various
games, quizzes, and chats. It is all very relaxed, lots of fun
and we all just have a good time!

I also coordinate the once monthly Salt Beef Supper events at
the Community Centre.

At lunchtime I get to play waitress (something I have always
wanted to have a go at) although it can be a bit rushed at
times but I enjoy it! You can also see me supporting them at
the monthly salt beef supper events held at the Centre.

My role also includes engaging the wider Southend
community and representing Jewish Care at various groups,
organisations, meetings etc. I attend meetings of the
Southend Inter-faith Working Group and the Independent
Advisory Group – both include representation from both
the statutory and voluntary sectors – and have been actively
involved in Southend Council’s #Southend 2050 initiative.
Partnership work with Age Concern has ensured we have
representation at their open days at the Haven, Hamlet
Court Road. This year we are taking part in the Southend
leg of a community walk (co-ordinated by a high-proﬁle arts
company based in Thurrock) where we will ‘show off’ the silk
ﬂag designed and painted, with the help of the Connect@
Art Group. We were invited to attend the Village Green event
this July but sadly had to decline as it fell on a Saturday
(Shabbat).

For enquiries about any of the activities discussed please call
the Centre on 01702 334655
Next month – Meet Angela, Jane, and Kevin (Wardens at
Shebson Lodge)

Annual party held at the home of
Volunteer Carolyn Squeir
25 members
and staff enjoyed
afternoon tea (not
under S&WHC
supervision) at
the home on
Volunteer Carolyn and her
family. Money
was raised to

Chris is now the Hate Crime Ambassador based at the
Community Centre, and members of the community can
speak with her in conﬁdence if they have any personal
concerns around anti-Semitism. She is contactable on 01702
334655
Work in progress is a Jewish Community Art Display at the
Cobham Road Community Centre – watch this space (and
others) for more information. Her days of work are Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday.

Amanda Clarke –
Dementia Support Worker

go towards a Theatre
trip later in the year.
Members of the Centre
were able to spend time
with, and feed, the numerous animals in the
lovely garden surroundings.

I am a relatively new member of staff having been at the
Centre for 5 months now. My role involves providing support,
information, and guidance to people living with dementia
and their families whilst helping to maintain as much
independence and trying to improve their sense of wellbeing.
I also support the group to maintain and build new
relationships with other members in the Community Centre.
Part of my role is to also support colleagues during afternoon
activities and day trips.

Hilary De Martino

I work on Tuesdays and Wednesdays only, along with two
dedicated volunteers who are an enormous support to myself
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Chaim Weissman

Letter Page

Dear friends,
My name is Chaim Weissman and I will
have the pleasure of jointly leading the
davening over the upcoming High Holy
Days, together with Rabbi Geoffrey
Hyman. I have great pleasure in
returning as your Chazan.
Wishing you all a happy and healthy
New Year.
Chaim Weissman

Dear Shul Ofﬁce
Thank you so much for sending
in your simply wonderful Shul
Magazine! I found myself reading
through it all, it was so interesting
with so much going on all the time!!
Long may it continue in good health to you and the whole
community.
Kind regards
Betty Gastwirth
Administrator
Emunah

Election to the Lord Mayoralty
Why A LORD Mayor? The ﬁrst recorded Mayor of Oxford was
Turchillus from 1122- 1123 and Mayor’s names stretch in an
unbroken line until 1962 when the title of Lord Mayor was
granted to Oxford by Queen Elizabeth II.
Our son, Craig Simmons
is the 60th Lord Mayor
of Oxford and is also
the leader of the Oxford
Green Party. In his mayoral acceptance speech, he
vowed to cycle to as many
appointments as possible,
instead of using the Lord
Mayor’s limousine, aiming to become the ﬁrst
ever carbon neutral Lord
Mayor! One of Craig’s ﬁrst
duties was to welcome his Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex,
Prince Harry, to Oxford and to accompany him on a visit to a
residential home for the elderly and a children’s centre where
the Prince unveiled a plaque to mark his visit. Interestingly,
Craig is the 2nd Jewish Lord Mayor of Oxford, the ﬁrst
being his wife, Elise in 2011. Craig is passionate about
climate change, support for asylum seekers and ensures that
Oxford celebrates interfaith working. We are sure that with
Craig’s various interests and duties, he will soon ﬁll up his
year with many rewarding experiences.
Cynthia and Jeffrey Simmons

Dear Wonderful Ladies
Rita’s daughter, Miriam and I
write to thank you for performing the Mitzvah Shel Emes for
my dear sister. It is a Mitzvah
most people shy away from
and one which, personally, I
don’t think I could do!
It is a quiet Mitzvah, done
without fanfare, but of the utmost importance.
We are particularly grateful as
Rita was buried so quickly and
on a Bank Holiday. Goodness knows what you put
aside to perform the Tahara in order for her to be at peace.
We are very grateful and can’t thank you enough.
Warmest wishes
Marilyn Katanka and Miriam Cowan.
Hello gentlemen.
Geoffrey, thank you for our conversation last week.
To conﬁrm from our discussion, after much consideration, I
have decided to step down as S&WHC’s Bal Tokea, effective
from this year.
The decision to move has been an incredibly hard one for
me to make - This particular connection with the S&WHC
community has been so incredibly present in my life for
many valued years, so this is very much a bittersweet set of
circumstances.
As I move to take on the opportunity of Bal Tokea
responsibilities in London, I wanted to take this opportunity
to communicate my huge levels of appreciation to yourselves
and the whole community for the overwhelming levels of
support in my duties over the many historical HHD’s.
I only wish the community to go from strength to strength with
much mazel in the future, and to thank you once again for
everything - myself and my little family will most certainly be
down in Southend in the future to join you for a Shabbat, and
bring Marnie to enjoy the Southend sea air!
With only the very best wishes,
Jason Rosehill

Holocaust Memorial Tree
Here is the photograph of
the new tree that has been
replaced and the memorial plaque dedicated to the
memory of all victims of the
Holocaust.

(Reported by Simon and
Estelle Luton to Southend
Borough Council)

Editor’s note:

Editor: In the Summer Edition we reported the disgraceful
vandalism of the “memorial trees” desecrated by heartless
vandals. The Council, after these reports, replaced them
immediately!

Correction from previous CV.
Leslie Kleinman was awarded the BEM not the MBE, our
sincere apologies.
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showing us the ball was still in his hand. The delight
on our faces, and indeed the whole crowd,
are there to behold: all our arms are raised in
acknowledgement. The article in The Times under
that great photo asks, “Do sporting moments
matter?” and the answer, of course, was “Yes”.

Catch The Moment
How often in one’s life do you say: I wish I was there,
or I wish I had been there at a memorable sporting
occasion? It almost happened to me in 1966 when
England won the World Cup at Wembley. I had been
offered a ticket for the ﬁnal but had declined as I was
about to take my Law ﬁnals. My chance came at last
at the end of May this year and I was able to share
the moment with my elder son, Jonathan and two of
my grandsons, Naftali and Shua.
Last year the Cricket Authorities started advertising
the 2019 Cricket World Cup to be held in England
and Wales. I applied for four tickets for the opening
game at The Oval which, for the uninitiated, is
the home of Surrey County Cricket Club in South
London. The match was played on a warm Thursday
in late May between England and South Africa. You
are not told where your seats will be allocated so I
was disappointed to ﬁnd that we were sitting in the
front row half way between the wickets. In an ideal
world I would have loved to have sat much higher
up and behind the wicket so you can watch the ball
as it is bowled, the same as if you were following
the game on TV. England batted ﬁrst and made an
impressive score from their ﬁfty permitted overs.
South Africa started slowly. They were losing wickets
but their batsmen were still chasing the England score
and by about 5pm the game was nicely poised.

As we walked home after the game, I told Naftali
and Shua, you will always remember you were there,
when Ben Stokes made “The Catch”.

Then came the decisive moment!
Ben Stokes, the England all rounder, was (for the
aﬁcionado) ﬁelding about twenty yards in front of us
at deep square leg. The South African batsman skied
the ball in our direction and for one awful moment I
thought the ball might literally drop in my lap. I had
not handed a proper cricket ball in years. They are
jolly hard and as any cricketer knows can be very
painful if they are caught in the wrong way! Stokes
started peddling back keeping his eye on the ball. I
thought, more than once: he is never going to catch
that ball. And then it happened: the ball seemed to be
sailing over Stokes’ left shoulder when he launched
himself and plucked the ball out of the air, not with
his left hand but his right, with an amazing acrobatic
leap! He fell to the ﬂoor. If Stokes had dropped the
ball on landing then all his heroics would be for
nothing. But Stokes got to his feet, looked to the crowd
and proudly held the ball aloft. The crowd around
me rose as one to acknowledge this incredible feat.
This was without doubt going to be the catch of the
tournament. We were all ecstatic with delight as that
effectively brought the South African resistance to an
end!

We had truly caught the moment.
Alan Gershlick

“Tree of life”

Ilana, my daughter-in-law, took a screen shot from
Sky Sports which I saw the following day, showing
Stokes just as he was leaping off the ground. The four
of us can all clearly be seen, our faces a picture of
anticipation, will he make the catch? The following
week the times printed a great photo of Stokes
standing right in front of us, after the catch,

S&WHC wish to celebrate ‘Life’ and you will now
be able to acknowledge births, special occasions,
anniversaries and birthdays by purchasing a leaf for
£110.
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dogs and to Caleb who surely never deserved such
ignominy. Dogs (but strangely not cats) seem to
have been mentioned on several occasions in the
Old Testament, however it was not until the New
Testament when the ﬁrst dog – called ‘Moreover’ –
was mentioned by name. Here it is stated
‘Moreover the dog came and licked his (Lazarus’s)
sores’ (Luke 16). Since Lazarus was in all probability
afﬂicted by leprosy this seems to have been an act
of great canine selﬂessness. Or perhaps extreme
desperation. ‘Moreover’ may even have been the
ﬁrst known canine from Canaan.
Fortunately, since biblical times, our canine friends
have begun to enjoy a more positive PR and
our relationship with them has evolved into an
increasingly symbiotic one. A case has been
reported in the medical literature of a dog suddenly
acting strangely around its female owner,
subsequently for it to be discovered that the woman
had a small but barely detectable breast tumour.
Dogs can also be trained to detect and respond to
certain conditions in their owners such as unstable
hypoglycaemia whereby a sudden drop in
blood sugar can lead to loss of consciousness,
hospitalisation or worse.
Rupert Sheldrake, an eminent scientist, has
recorded cases of dogs who go to wait by the front
door at around the time their owner decides to
leave work to travel home, as if they are psychically
attuned to their owner.
Sylvia Wand’s wonderful labrador, Buddy (now
sadly deceased), provided many hours of comfort,
to Southend Hospital patients, and his presence
was ample testimony to the beneﬁcial and
therapeutic properties which some dogs can
provide to humans.
And – ﬁnally - we come to the sad subject of
bereavement. Chutzpahdick has a friend who lives
in Edgeware who – distraught at the loss of her
beloved dog – wished to arrange for a Jewish burial
ASAP. She contacted Altons Garden Centre along
the A127 who have a Pet Cemetery. They not only
promptly arranged for a burial (yes, Kaddish was
recited) but a small stone was erected a few months
later.
One hopes that, should Rabbi Hyman and
Rebbetzin Michelle go away on holiday, there will
be no shortage of dog loving members of S&WHC
keen to look after the latest canine addition to the
community.
Chutzpadick

The Mighty Pen
of Chutzpadick!
‘Muzzletovs’ Set to Echo at S&WHC
Along with the exciting
appointment of Rabbi
Geoffrey Hyman and
Rebbetzen Michelle to
S&WHC, Chutzpahdick
understands that – for
the ﬁrst time in our
history – the Rabbi’s
home will reverberate
to the sound of ‘woof
woof’ rather than to
the sounds of excited
children.
However,
this thought posed
Chutzpahdick
some
serious questions....
Firstly, will it be halachically OK to walk the dog
on Shabbat? Fortunately, the answer appears to
be an unequivocal ‘yes’, where, as usual, one
takes their lead from the Rabbis (no pun intended).
Halachipedia counsels against carrying an animal
in the ‘public domain’ (within an eruv would be
OK). While the pet may be collared and leashed,
it must be clear that you are walking an animal,
not carrying a leash (caution: beware drooping
leashes, where only a momentary loss in
concentration for the unwary will lead to carrying.
If in doubt use a dog walker who is halachically
trained). Somewhat reassuringly, if within an eruv,
all is well when carrying ‘poop bags’ too!
Secondly, is a ‘Jewish’ dog required to eat Kosher
dog food? Reassuringly, we are told that this does
not have to be either plain Kosher, Kedassia Kosher
or even Kim Kardashian Kosher! The main
obligation is to make sure that dog food does not
enter the household food chain in error and is free
of Chametz at Pesach. However, for those obsessed
with even the slightest lingering doubt, Evanger
manufactures dog food that has been passed by
the Chicago Rabbinical Council (which presumably
accounts for the strange odour).
Thirdly, could a ﬁrst ever ‘doggy Barmitzvah’ –
otherwise known as a ‘Barkmitzvah’ – be on
the cards in the foreseeable future? Whilst
Chutzpahdick has no idea if our canine arrival
is nearing thirteen, Purim would be a great time
to celebrate such an auspicious occasion if such
a time is indeed imminent, and the event would
surely echo to the cries of ‘muzzletov’.
Rather sadly, dogs have suffered from a bad press in
the bible (potentially even worse than bad breath),
and have been associated with a low and even
evil status (Caleb, one of the great Hebrew spies,
means ‘dog’ in Hebrew). This seems unkind both to

Editor’s Comment: I’ve got my own ‘Oy Veys!’
Please see the Sea Front “Walkies” Group Needed!
on page 7.
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Simcha Page
Mazeltov

Brit and Britah
The Brit and Britah of
Brooke Malka and Lenny
Nachson (named in
blessed memory of Marilyn
and Leonard Belson),
daughter and son of Philip
and Sara Burns in Hod
Hasharon, Israel.
Grandparents: Brian
and Laura Burns.

Guy, Yael, Saul and Evie
celebrating Saul’s Barmitzvah

Paige Sylvia Kramer
Born Sunday 21st July 2019
Daughter and sister to Shoshana, Grant
and Sullivan. 4th grandchild for doting
grandparents Laura and Brian Burns.

Jill and Lawrence Collins
celebrating their Golden Wedding.
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Hobbies
Judaica
Following on from the last Community Voice and the Editor’s request for a hobbies page, I explained what Judaica was. In short,
literary or historical materials relating to Jews or Judaism. So, it can cover manuscripts and documents, artefacts, collectible items
such as silver objects, jewellery etc, etc. effectively anything that has a Jewish connection.
In my case it covers principally philately and other paper objects such as bank notes, documents and postcards also coins and
all mainly coming from the Holyland which includes periods of the Ottoman Rule, the British Mandate and latterly the State
of Israel. A particularly collecting area of mine has been an interest in Synagogues around the world. These include “lost”
Synagogues such as those destroyed in WW11 and other Synagogues abandoned for one reason or another or converted to
other religious groups.
In this article I show the triumph and tragedy of some European Synagogues which have survived or disappeared. In a future
edition of the Community Voice I will show other Synagogues from around the world, either extant or just a memory.
Sonny Kosky
The Old New Synagogue, also called the Altneuschul,
situated in Josefov, Prague, capital of the Czech Republic
is Europe’s oldest active Synagogue. It is also the oldest
surviving medieval Synagogue of twin-nave design.
Completed in 1270 in gothic style, it was one of Prague’s ﬁrst
gothic buildings. A still older Prague Synagogue, known as
the Old Synagogue, was demolished in 1867 and replaced
by the Spanish Synagogue.

The Quai Kléber Synagogue, also formerly known
as the New Synagogue was the main Synagogue of
Strasbourg, France, before World War II. It was built in
the “Neustadt” when the city was part of the German
Empire (until 1918) and destroyed by Nazi Germany
after it annexed the city in 1940; in the years between,
Strasbourg and its Jewish community were French. The
Synagogue was designed by Ludwig Levy (1854–1907)
and built 1895-1898 at a ﬁnal cost of 800,000 Reichsmark. The imposing Romanesque Revival building was
inspired by the Imperial Cathedrals of Mainz, Speyer,
and Worms, all located in the Rhine region, like Strasbourg.

The Great Synagogue or Tempio Maggiore is one of the largest
Synagogues in Southern Europe, situated in Florence Italy. The Jewish
community thought about the building of a new Synagogue, as a symbol of
the new situation of freedom. But only later, after the death of a President of
the Jewish community, David Levi, who died in 1870, it was possible to build
it. In fact, Levi had left his entire estate for building a new Synagogue which
was worthy of the city of Florence, and so the Synagogue was built between
1874 and 1882. The architects were Mariano Falcini, Professor Vincente
Micheli, and Marco Treves, who was Jewish.
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If I moved the knob a little to the left then the rudder
would move a little to the left. Similarly, If I was to move
the knob a Lot to the Left the rudder would move a Lot
to the left. With such a system it would be truer to using
the helm on a full-size boat.

Hobbies and Interests
Model Aircraft (and Boats)
The Pinnacle of model ﬂying.
Whilst attending a Model show at North Weald
Aerodrome a couple of years back there were all kinds
of models displayed and ﬂown, including: sport and
scale jets, WWI and WWII examples, even a model
jet-turbine powered Glider and more.

Cutting a long story short, I
solved the electronic problems and had a controllable
model boat. Of course all
of this was in my mind to
be proven and installed in
a model aircraft. Then there
was a break for a number of
years when my mind was on
greater things: motor-cycles,
boats, cars, ……... but I still
have the functioning model
Boat!

However, a pair of modellers from i) Demark and ii)
Germany gave a talented display which brought tears to
my eyes. From memory, the Flight-line sound system was
playing The Blue Danube Waltz. In front of the crowd
were two models (of approximately one third scale) –
a ﬁxed wing highly aerobatic model and secondly, a
helicopter.
Imagine, with the orchestra playing and these two
‘strange bedfellows’ dancing around the skies in close
proximity, manoeuvring in time to the music! They were
delicately dancing, as passionate as any two birds could
be. A truly ‘magical’ presentation.

Have Fun!

Boating - Special Interest Group

My interest is that I build (wood and tissue) model
aircraft and boats (some radio controlled). The local
model ﬂying site is on Two Tree Island, behind Chalkwell
Station which is open to the public to visit but subject to
some National and Club rules regarding Insurance etc.
Successful building / ﬂying involves understanding:
a host of manual skills, wood types and selection,
reading and applying data from 2 and 3 view drawings /
plans, model internal combustion engines (plus,
Electric motors, model Jet and Steam engines) and
required electronics.

Ahoy There!
Over the past couple of months, the S&WHC Boating
Group have held a couple of meetings to further their
interest and enjoyment of water-bourn activities or
anything “Messing about on the River”!
One of our meetings was held at Paglesham, that
well-lubricated anchorage on the River Roach which has
been a target for the ‘Customs men’ from at least the
17th Century to the present day.
In previous years, many of us had “dropped our
anchor“ for an overnight stay in the adjacent Paglesham
Pool (a Creek) which provides shelter from the wind on
three sides and although tidal, the bottom is soft so that
it is kind to those craft Taking Ground at low water.
June’s Boating meeting was held in the Talmud Torah
building – with Thanks to Michael Franks - in the
room above the Shul’s Admin Ofﬁce. Rod presented
a ten question, nautical themed quiz aimed to jog the
memory on: Navigation. General Boat matters and
Safety at sea.
Whilst the Quiz was in progress, we beneﬁtted from
a Designer sandwich lunch provided by David Law,
Manager of our Kosher Shop – so ensuring a relaxed
ambiance. The Quiz was self-marked. No Cheating
allowed particularly as there were no prizes!! However,
Thanks were given, so that time can also be counted as
another successful meeting.
Further activities planned and under consideration:
A conducted visit of the R N L I Station at the Pier head,
Southend Museum to see remains from HMS London,
Chatham Naval Dockyard (they still produce Ropes
there on original equipment), HMS Belfast,
Southend Coastguard station, and more.
If there are any members who have an interest in
boats, boating or messing-about-on-the-river, you are
welcome to ‘sample’ our Lunchtime Group (Free of
Charge) only to pay our own way for travel or food
expenditure.
Contact Rod Levin
07970 770830

Whether attending a club site or at a model show there
is the camaraderie of like-minded people so, typically
you can enjoy the day without ‘yobbos’ or hooligans
interfering.
Once I get the ‘bug’ to build, I get great pleasure from
studying the plans to understand: the building sequence,
wood and/or metal required, selection of engines from
my own sizable collection or to buy another. I ﬁnd
satisfaction in Building Better, ie: Improvements.
I have a model boat, electric motor powered, which I
made and improved from 1957 - At that time to use a
radio controlled system there were none available commercially, so I had to build my own from wiring diagrams and buying hugely
expensive
components
(eg: valves) bit by bit.

4.00cc & 0.75cc
Aero engines

Home Workbench

Rod Levin

The control systems then
were rather ‘primitive’.
Pressing a button on the
Transmitter, rudder control functioned sequentially
Left, Centre, Right, Centre,
Left. . . . . but I wanted
more than this. I wanted
proportional control in as
much that I wanted a knob
to rotate which, from a
centre position (the model’s rudder was Central).
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The Stamps of Israel – Jerusalem
Continuing my theme of postage stamp collecting (philately) as a hobby, I have just received this stamp sheet and explanatory
note from Israel showing various stamp issues commemorating Jerusalem, the capital of the State of Israel. This is numbered
2144 of only 2499 printed. This will make a very attractive item framed and hopefully can be placed in the Synagogue for all
to see.
Sonny Kosky
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off the phone, the look on Adrian’s face was quite
palpable. He had come to CA that day seeking help
and was truly grateful for the assistance that he had
been given.

Citizens Advice
“Thank you” said Adrian (not his real name). That is
all Adrian simply said. But he took my hand and his
eyes, which were welling up with tears, said much, much
more than that. There was relief on his face. I was quite
taken by the moment.

Later that day another client called back to thank me
for advice given, in respect of a boundary dispute,
and handed me a small gift. I was of course extremely
grateful for this present but nothing, nothing could
supplant the “thank you” given by Adrian.

My meeting with Adrian took place at Citizens Advice
(formerly the Citizens Advice Bureau, or CAB). I have
been a volunteer at CA, as we like to call it now, for just
over three months. I had been with Jefferies Solicitors,
man and boy since I left school. I had risen from
ofﬁce boy to senior partner and had been a working
consultant since 2012. Despite the fact that I still
enjoyed the challenge of dealing with client problems
I felt that it was about time I moved on before I got
too long in the tooth. What could I do? Various
volunteer opportunities presented themselves, but I
talked to CA and they asked if I would like to pop
round for a chat? CA’s ofﬁces are on the corner of
Church Street and Heygate Avenue in Southend-on-Sea
opposite the Royals Shopping Centre. I had a warm
welcome and immediately got the feeling that this
was going to be for me. The principle activities of CA
are advising on immigration, beneﬁt checks, housing,
consumer complaints and employment, all of which are
provided free of cost to the client at the point of delivery.

Alan Gershlick

Ladies Guild
Monday 7th October
“Fiddler on the Roof.” Ladies Guild have
best stalls for the evening performance of
this iconic show at the Playhouse Theatre,
London. £60 stalls, £15 coach.

Thursday 14th November, 12:30pm
Ladies Guild “Celebrity Luncheon
with Laurence Marks”
Shul Hall

I spend one and a half days a week at CA and
during my short time there I have enjoyed every second.
The diversity of those seeking help is enormous. Every
weekday CA runs a “surgery” from 10am until 4pm.
People turn up without appointment for advice and we,
the volunteers, see them ﬁrst. Until you call the client
into an ofﬁce you have no idea on what issue they need
advice. If the client, for instance, has received a notice
to quit their property, then we make an appointment
for the client to see a housing advisor being one of the
small members of the specialist team. Very rarely do we
get time wasters.

Call Sara Vandermolen 07813824684
or email:van38@blueyonder.co.uk
for full details and tickets

Tuesday Evening
Non Card Playing Group!
This Group is now becoming quite popular with quizzes,
musical evenings and interesting talks. They meet at
851 London Road, Westcliff every Tuesday fortnightly,
from 7pm until 10.30pm and refreshments are served
during the evening (Not under S&WHC Kashrut
Supervision). It is a lovely happy atmosphere, so do
come along!

A few days ago, a volunteer colleague, asked if I would
step in to assist in advising Adrian. Adrian is in his
mature years and had suddenly lost an adult child
from natural causes, which in itself must have been
traumatic. There was a dispute in the family about
division of the child’s assets (how often do I think of
the phrase: where there is a will there is a family?) My
colleague suggested writing to the family solicitor
outlying Adrian’s claim. That advice was correct, but
Adrian had placed a letter on the table from a local ﬁrm
of solicitors which was signed by “Jim” (another made
up name). Jim and I are on ﬁrst name terms so I said to
Adrian would he like me to pick up the phone and speak
to Jim? Adrian said “yes”. Fortune was with us as Jim
was not in a meeting and took my call. After I explained
my involvement, Jim and I had a discussion which
the politicians might describe as “frank and business
like”! But at the end, Jim and I reached a rapport
which I hope will ensure the child’s estate will now be
administered without further rancour. The conversation
was on a speaker phone so Adrian listened in and I
could hear Adrian quietly sobbing. My colleague turned

Just a few Tuesday’s ago saw
a Music group with lovely
singers and a full audience
literally dancing in the aisles.
Last week we had a most
interesting talk by Ronnie
Schwarz on the infamous Kray
Twins to a packed audience.
We wish the Southend Jewish
Community a Happy, Healthy
New Year
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Recipe Page
Some Delicious Desserts!
Naughty but nice!

Community Care Committee
The Committee is well known for the Pop In and the
Bereavement Support Group. Both are well attended.
We carry out hospital visiting as well as visits to people in
Residential homes and in their own homes. Three of us
have recently become involved with the Chaplaincy team at
Southend Hospital. If anyone is in hospital and would like
a visit, please speak to Rev David Childs on the Chaplaincy
team and he will contact one of us.

Fruit Triﬂe
Ingredients:
4 oranges - sliced
1 pineapple - cubed
1 honeydew melon –
cubed
2 mangos - chopped
4 kiwi fruit – sliced
3 tablespoons coconut
ﬂakes (if needed)

We also work closely with Jewish Care. If more help is
needed, we can put you in touch with the right people
ensuring you get the right assistance. We work closely
together, and conﬁdentiality is always maintained.

Fair Havens

Method:

Many people know a new building
is underway to provide care for a
greater number of people. Fairr
Havens helps and supports people
of all faiths and is keen to work
with our Community.

Peel all fruits and layer (in alternate colours) in a glass bowl.
Decorate kiwi fruit on the top. Sprinkle coconut on top.

Dressing:
Puree cream in a blender and sweet wine if preferred and
spread over the top.

Can we help you?

Banana Ice Cream
Ingredients:

Communication is vital for the Community Care Committee
to continue their work. We all have different experience and
qualities and together will do our best for anyone who needs
our help. We are just a call or email away.

6 bananas – peeled
2 egg yolks
4 egg whites
12 tsp of sweet red
wine
1 cup of chopped
nuts (Filberts or
Almonds)

Email: swhcfc@gmail.com Mobile: 07752874065
Janice Steel, Chair

Shul Library Books For You

Method:

Following on from the article in
the last Community Voice which
detailed the library’s beginnings and
explained how to borrow books. If
you would like to check on the books
available please help yourself.
Please don’t forget to sign out any
books you borrow in the book
attached to the side of cupboard F.
Sonny Kosky 01702 589105 sonnykosky@blueyonder.co.uk

Mix bananas until
smooth. Add 2 egg
yolks and ¾ cup of chopped nuts. Blend for one minute. Mix
into banana mix. Pour into glass dish spreading remainder of
nuts on top. Freeze for a minimum of four hours.
Serve with teaspoon of wine on each portion.

Baked Sweet Potatoes and Apples
Ingredients:
6 sweet potatoes
– cubed
6 cooking apples
– quartered
½ cup of liquid
sugar
2 oranges –
sliced

Cupboard A – Humour and Quotation, Zionism, Palestine,
Israel, Jerusalem, Food and Cooking, Poetry and Music
Cupboard B – Jewish History
Diaspora: – America, UK and Ireland, Eastern Europe and
Rest of the World
Cupboard C – Jewish People, Israel at War,
Family and Home: – Law, Medicine, Home, Women,
Marriage, Death and Mourning
Outsize books in bottom cupboard: Jewish Culture, History
and Atlases
Cupboard D – Judaism:- Torah, Talmud, Bible, Prayer,
Shabbat, Law and Customs, Judaism, Festivals, Knowledge
and Wisdom and Spirituality
Outsize books in bottom cupboard: - Various
Cupboard E – Holocaust, Biography
Outsize books in bottom cupboard: Judaism, Holocaust
Cupboard F – Folk Tales and Legends, Mysticism,
Chassidism, Fiction

Method:
Combine sweet
potato chunks and apple
quarters in a 9” x 13” pan.
Drizzle with liquid sugar and
place orange slices on top.
Cover with foil and bake for
two hours on 350°-400°.
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The Synagogue Sailors
Southend RNLI

Pop In Centre
The Pop In Centre continues to go from strength
to strength. Over the last
two months, we have celebrated birthdays with our
attendees and been delighted to welcome new
guests.

It must have been probably three decades ago that I
was a volunteer crew member of Southend RNLI and
now I am a member of the newly formed “Special
Interest Boating Group”. We are so far a small group
of, dare I say, ancient mariners - affectionately known as
“The Synagogue Sailors”.
I arranged a visit to the RNLI Station situated at the head
of the pier. There are two launch sites:- the other is at
the base of the pier, known as the “ Dry End “ that is
used when the tide is in.
Our group of ﬁve visitors were Dr Arnold Azulay, Keith
Fenton, Anthony Gower, Paul Burridge and myself Apologies from Rod Levin and Cyril Levy. We were met
at the Rescue Center by an RNLI representative who
began to explain operational procedures. At this time
we noticed the RNLI hovercraft on patrol at the East
side of the pier. It was reported to be the hottest
day of the year! The beaches were packed with day
trippers and people were walking out in the mud to
greet the incoming tide. The hovercraft was being vigilant and patrolling the shore line. There was “Radio
Chatter” coming through on loud speakers with
operational ongoings on VHF marine radio zero, which
is a Channel reserved solely for search and rescue.

Thanks, as always, must
go to Sandra for organising the catering and
producing delicious teas
with help from Sophie
and Maurice. And of
course, to all the team
on the day and our helpful caretakers.
If anyone is celebrating
a Simcha, we would be
delighted to celebrate
with you. Please let
us know at least one
month in advance so
that we can make the
necessary
arrangements.

Over
the
coming
months, we are looking
forward to having some
special guests at our Pop
In afternoons, so look
out for the posters!

It was explained by our host that at the launch site at the
base of the pier there is the hovercraft and a “D Class
RIB boat” RIB is short for Rigid inﬂatable Boat. This is
powered by a 50 HP mariner outboard, with a crew of
2-3, 5 mtrs in length with maximum speed of 25 knots.
The Hovercraft is 8.4 meters long, crew of 2-4 with a
maximum speed of 30 knots.

Bereavement
Support Group

At the head of the pier there is another D Class RIB
and the “Daddy of them all” is the Atlantic Class RIB.
This has a crew of 3-4, 8.44 meters in length, powered
by twin 115 horse power Yamaha Outboards with a
maximum speed of 35 Knots. She is launched by a
swing out Davit (small swing out mini crane).

Open to anyone who would like to meet with people
to offer support and friendship after bereavement. This
takes place monthly in people’s homes and we discuss
a topic each time, before concluding with refreshments
and a chat.

There were many interesting recollections told to us by
our host, pictures taken and a brilliant afternoon had by
all I am sure.
Stephen Redstone
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T H E E S TAT E AG E N T S F O R E V E R YO N E

Selling & letting all types of property in Chalkwell, Westcliff,
Leigh, Southend and the surrounding areas.

Sales & Lettings

facebook.com/appointmoor
twitter.com/appointmoor

appointmoor.co.uk
01702 719 966

linkedin.com/company/appointmoor
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